RRT Assets
The Rapid Relief Team (RRT) owns a suite of assets
which are located in strategic locations across
Australia. RRT’s team of volunteers are mobilised
and ready to deploy the assets below at a moment’s
notice when disaster strikes.

RRT Semi Trailer
Introduced in 2020, the RRT Semi Trailer is used for large events and is equipped with everything volunteers need from all terrain
forklifts right through to the RRT marquees. The RRT Semi Trailer allows RRT to support events across the country with ease.

RRT Event Assets
RRT has an array of event assets stationed in regions across Australia.

BBQ Trailers

Coffee Trailers

Custom designed state of the art trailer enabling fast deployment in emergency catering
situations. The trailer is equipped with non-perishable items required for catering events
and essential signage.

RRT’s Coffee Trailer has been designed specifically for RRT, and has the capacity to
make 400 barista coffees per hour!

Coffee Pods

Marquees

The portable RRT Coffee Pod is one of the latest additions to RRT’s asset register, and
helps pump out barista made coffee to event attendees.

It isn’t an RRT event without RRT’s famous red tents!
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All Terrain Forklifts

Hand Sanitiser Station

RRT’s All Terrain Forklifts assist in the set up and pack down of large RRT events, and
are particularly helpful in the Farmers Community Connect events for moving tonnes of
livestock pellets and bales of hay.

Cool Room Trailer

RRT’s Cool Room Trailer is an efficient solution to keeping food items and refreshments
at a desirable temperature.

Good hygiene is a priority for RRT, and the portable hand sanitiser stations make it easy
for volunteers and event attendees to stop the spread of germs at events.

Rapid Water Systems Assets
RRT’s Rapid Water Systems (RWS) is designed and engineered to rapidly pump water from a previously inaccessible
water source to a central staging site near the fire front, enabling firefighters and aerial firefighters to spend more
time on the frontline.

Frac Tanks

Bulk Water Tankers

The RWS Frac Tanks has the capacity to hold 70,000 litres of water, and can fill four CAT
1 Tankers in less than four minutes.

The RWS Bulk Water Tankers offer a portable option for bulk water, and each tank can
hold 24,000 litres.

Flexitanks

The RWS Flexitanks are ideal for filling helicopter tanks, and with a 12,000 litre capacity,
each Flexitank can fill four helicopters.

RRT Flood Support Assets
Rapid Sand Bagger

Skidsteer

RRT’s Rapid Sand Bagger can fill over 1,500 sand bags per hour, and is portable so
can be deployed right across Australia.

The Skidsteer machine is used to lift and load sand into the sand bagging machine, and
transport pallets of sand bags.
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